These are the individual crew members of Gerald G Spitler's crew taken in Colorado Spring, Colorado in March of 1944. The crew is slightly different than the one shot down 13 June, 1944 when Robert W Willen was the pilot. The ones marked KIA went down with the airplane. See the letter from Alfred Wittman and subsequent story in Torretta Flyer No 27, page 19. This page is devoted to those (KIA) who did not return. This is the theme of the plaque installed in Arlington National Cemetery.

2/Lt Gerald G Spitler Jr-P
2/Lt Arthur C. Roth KIA -C/P
1/Lt Alfred H. Walker-N
2/Lt William M Capece-B
Ssg Roland B. Giroux KIA -E
Ssg Otis E. Rule KIA R/O
Sgt Phillip S Davison Jr KIA-N/G
Sgt Paul J. Doss-1/G
Sgt Julius S. Jackson KIA
Sgt Earl J. Schapker KIA-U/G